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Introduction:

StarShip is the main Token of the $STARS ecosystem which benefits from
the unlimited possibilities of the Ethereum Blockchain.

$STARS is a zero fee, low transaction cost ERC20 Token.
The $STARS Token will always hold benefits for the upcoming ecosystem.

STARBASES and PLANETS:

After the successful launch of our STARSHIP and our adventure through
space, our StarShip needs to refuel – so we will soon be docking onto our

first Station:

STARBASEGQ

STARBASEGQ is a unique, never seen before ERC20 Token which our
Troopers can use their $STARS to get an advantage to buyers not holding

any $STARS.

How it works:

In the first 20 minutes of the STARBASEGQ contract being live on Uniswap,
only novice Troopers that hold $STARS are able to buy a maximum amount

of 25000000000 (0.25% of the STARBASE Supply).

Real Troopers that want to get an even greater advantage can BURN their
$STARS Token (exactly 2000000000  $STARS - no more, no less) to increase
their max wallet size to 250000000000 (2.5% of the STARBASEGQ supply).

https://etherscan.io/address/0xa42fa7e43354cefbea5c822362367dfaee092cb3


 DEPARTURE:

We will depart from STARBASEGQ after 14 days to make
our way to further STARBASES or PLANETS.

After 14 days the liquidity (fuel) accumulated in the
STARBASE will be injected into marketing and

development. 

The Troopers that stay on the STARBASE after 14 days will
get the whole

tokensupply left in the pool distributed to them, making
the STARBASEGQ Contract in full control of the community.

STARBASEGQ Tokens can be used for community
interactions or will be a ticket for future benefits (NFTs,

higher buy limits on next Stations, TBD)



Additional Notes: 

StarShip is in full control of the community (the Troopers).

The first Stations are made by the Starlord to give the community an idea
on how to develop the Starship further and making $STARS more scarce

and valuable.

The idea is to make Starship the first complete decentralized community
Token-Launchpad, giving the Troopers a headstart on the launch of

upcoming Tokens ("Stations").

 There might be a Contract in the future that will help the Launchpad
feature even more instead of only relying upon new Stations to implement

it, it is all still raw and only planned so do not expect anything anytime
soon.

Starship is an adventure for everyone, with real innovations. The future
could bring more cool mini-games with potential rewards, NFTs, and stuff
we can't even think of now, thanks to the Troopers, since they are able to

deliver themself!

Please also note that this is  an experiment and always adjust your risk
properly. The Starlord develops the contracts by himself, which means they
are completely unique to date and are no copy-paste work. Even though the

Contracts get tested they still might contain Errors.

The Liquidity of STARBASEGQ will be removed in approx. 14 days (we will
give warnings beforehand) as we undock the Starship.

STARBASEGQ is a Beta-Test for the launchpad feature, which doesn't mean
the STARBASE holders won't be rewarded in the future in some way. It all

depends on the community, but Starlord might give special access to
contracts in the future as well. Infos on distribution will be given before

removing the Liquidity.

Also: The Comic is original content and the voice (before website release)
was by Kevin Sorbo.


